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Abstract — Classification is a data mining techniques used for
prediction group membership for data instances. There are
numerous classification techniques that can be apply to achieve
goals. In this study main concern is to implementing decision tree
classification technique on two different datasets i.e. social
networks ads dataset and gender classification dataset. The
purpose of this paper is to present performance analysis of decision
tree algorithm on different data sets. KNIME analytical tool is used
to perform the purposed classification algorithm to collect the
results. This study will be beneficial for institutes and novice in the
domain of machine learning to further enhance the core of
classification techniques.
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name it basis tree-like structure to build model for classification.
This kind of mining relates to supervised learning. Model is
build using training data sets and performance is measured by
providing test data sets.
In this study, we used decision tree classification algorithm on
social media ads dataset and gender classification dataset.
Performance or efficiency are used to measure of the purposed
algorithm on taken datasets. For the implementation of decision
tree classification model we used open source software for
developing data science KNIME analytical tool [15].
The aim of this paper are as follow
a)

To examine the performance of purposed algorithm on
taken datasets in KNIME tool.

INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning is the training of model to maximize the
efficiency using data or prior experience. Some parameters have
sets to define model, and system learning is the implementation
of programming to maximize the variables through the training
data or prior work. The model can be used for define purposes,
it may be the predictions of future or detailed to acquire
information from data.
Classification techniques have a vast scope of uses like artificial
intelligence, fraud detection, churn prediction and credit card
rating etc. Moreover, numerous classification algorithms open
in previous work but purposed algorithm is generally employed
on account of its ease of execution and simpler to comprehend
by comparing to remaining algorithms of classification [1].
Decision Tree algorithm is a type of data mining technique that
is employed to generate Classification models [9]. As like its

b) To help novice for better understanding the
performance of algorithm.
The remaining section of paper is proceed as. (Part II) Literature
review. (Part III) presents research questions. (Part IV) presents
methodology (Part V) reviews purposed algorithm. (Part VI)
reviews results and discussion and then last (Part VII) discuss
the conclusions and future work of the paper.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Aized Amin Soofi et al [2] proposed a study where they
discussed different application and issues using classification
techniques in machine learning. The aim of their paper is present
reviews of different machines learning classification techniques
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such as Decision Tree, SVM, K-NN, and Bayesian Network.
Their result is to mention the solution of issues and applications.
Sam fletcher et al [3] presented a survey in which they were
focused on one specific classification algorithm i.e. decision
tree algorithm. They examine greedy decision trees techniques
as well as random decision trees techniques, and disputes which
appear when attempt to compensate privacy rules with the
pattern’s accuracy.
Srabanti Maji et al [4] proposed a paper to examine the
performance of decision tree algorithm on heart disease
patients’ dataset. They used Weka tool for the implementation
of purposed algorithm. Their results show that purposed
algorithm gave best accuracy on taken dataset.
Nageswari S et al [5] presented a study in which they
comparison different classification techniques including
decision tree. They used educational dataset of student’s
performance to examine the accuracy of algorithms. According
to their result decision tree and neural networks gave best
accuracy.
Majeed, Fiaz et al [6] proposed a paper for analysis of 28k
tweets of healthcare firms collected from 13 news channels.
Comparative analysis of different algorithm were performed on
it to analyze the accuracy, recall, precision and f-measure
values.
III.

Fig 1. Workflow in KNIME

Decision algorithm performed on two different datasets to
compare their performance. KNIME analytical tool version
4.1.2 used for Implementation. Computed system installation
based on Windows 10, 64-bit operating system, CPU Intel ®
Core i3 having 6 GB random access memory.
A. Data Access
Initially, file reader node is used in workflow to access the
dataset for further work. Social networks ads dataset contains 5
attributes and 400 instance has taken from kaggle. Below figure
show the table of taken datasets

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this study we discussed decision tree classification algorithm
and this algorithms are applied on social network ads data set
and gender classification data set, after applying we get their
accuracy and conclude result on the given data set. This research
cover the following question;
1.
2.

Is this algorithm best for taken type of datasets?
What accuracy result we get from these type of datasets
using proposed algorithm?

IV.

METHODOLOGY

For analysis of social networks ads dataset and gender
classification dataset, below figure of workflow shown from
start to end level using advanced KNIME analytical tool.

Fig 2. Social network ads dataset

Gender classification dataset consists of 5 attributes and 67
instances. It consists of data based on personal preferences. This
dataset has taken from kaggle.
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Below diagram show the decision tree view of predicator after
providing social networks ads train and test data for modeling.

Fig. 3 Gender Classification Dataset

B. Data partition
For training purpose, we used 80% data and for testing purpose,
used 20% data. For this purpose we used Partitioning node in
workflow to partition data into test and train data.
V.

PURPOSED ALGORITHM

We selected decision tree algorithms for analyze their
performance. For the implementation of this techniques we use
KNIME analytical tool.
A. Decision Tree
It generate classification or regression models in terms of a tree
structure. It is a supervised learning techniques that use both
continuous and discrete parameters for work. It divide the data
into sub instances on the basic of the most important parameters
in the data.

Fig 4. Decision tree view of Social network ads dataset

Below figure show confusion matrix of social networks ads
dataset as well as accuracy 47.5%, correct classified 38 and
wrong classified 42.

How the algorithm determines this parameters and how this
division is made definite by decision tree. It will remain working
unless a quit conditions for instance the lowest figure of
observations etc. is come. Decision nodes and leaf nodes is the
conclusive forms of tree.
VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By compare the result of both datasets, gender classification
type dataset has high accuracy as compare to social networks
ads dataset.
TABLE I COMPARISON

DATASETS

ACCURACY

Social Network ads

47.5%

Gender Classification

64.286%

Fig 5. Confusion matrix of social networks ads dataset

Below diagram show the decision tree view of predicator after
providing gender classification train and test data for modeling.
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